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CH4 - CHEST

Use of Imaging in Assessing Lung Carcinoma

Tracheal or Carinal Involvement
Although CT and MRI can be used to demonstrate
tracheal involvement, bronchoscopy with biopsy is
necessary in all cases. In patients with primary tracheal
carcinoma, CT is important for demonstrating the
extratracheal extent of disease. Central bronchial
tumors are usually unresectable if the carina is
involved.

W. Richard Webb
Dept. of Radiology, Univesity of California of
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The evaluation of patients with lung cancer requires
the imaging of various abnormalities. It is very likely
that CT will continue to be used as the primary
imaging modality for the evaluation of lung cancer
patients. Although the routine use of MR is not
recommended, MRI can be advantageous in certain
situations.

Chest Wall Invasion
CT findings which have been considered to indicate
chest wall invasion include the presence of obtuse
angles at the point of contact between tumor and
pleura, more than 3 cm of contact between tumor and
the pleural surface, pleural thickening adjacent to the
mass, and increased density of extrapleural fat, but
these findings are not highly accurate.'10 In one
study, CT criteria for diagnosing chest wall invasion
were evaluated in a series of 112 patients who had
surgery.11 The findings assessed included (1)
obliteration of the extrapleural fat plane, (2) the
length of the tumor-pleura contact, (3) the ratio
between the tumor-pleura contact and the tumor
diameter, (4) the angle of the tumor with the pleura,
(5) a mass involving the chest wall, and (6) rib
destruction. Findings 1 (sensitivity 85%, specificity
87%) and 3 (sens. 83%, spec. 80%) were most
accurate.11

Staging of Bronchogenic Carcinoma
In patients with lung cancer, the anatomic extent of
the tumor is usually most important in determining
what therapeutic approach will be chosen. Generally,
tumors are considered to be unresectable if they are
classified as T4, N3, or Ml. 1 However, it is important
to note that different surgeons can have different
anatomic criteria for considering a tumor unresectable,
and a careful and detailed discussion of the radiographic findings with the involved surgeon is necessary
in individual cases.2
Invasive Primary Tumors
Assessment of the primary tumor extent is essential in
planning treatment.34 CT is most advantageous for
assessing the primary tumor. Although MRI offers no
significant advantage relative to CT in the diagnosis
of T classification,58 it can be valuable in specific
situations.

The extent of chest wall invasion adjacent to a lung
tumor may be better shown using MR than CT,
because of the better contrast between tumor and
chest wall fat and muscle.61213 Extrapleural fat may
be better shown on MR, and may be effaced in the
presence of early invasion The use of Tl weighted
images or Tl weighted images with contrast
enhancement are more accurate (sens. 90%; spec.
86%) than T2 weighted images.1*

A primary tumor is classified T4 if it 1) involves the
trachea or carina, 2) invades the chest wall with
involvement of great vessels, vertebral body, or
brachial plexus, 3) invades the mediastinum with
involvement of the heart, great vessels, trachea,
esophagus, invades or 4) is associated with a malignant pleural effusion.1 Tumors invading the chest
wall, including the superior pulmonary sulcus,
diaphragm, mediastinal pleural, pericardium, or
proximal main bronchus are considered resemble by
many surgeons, and are classified as T3.

In patients with Pancoast tumors, vertebral body
invasion or invasion of the mediastinum or great
vessels above the lung apex prevent surgical resection.1
MR images in the sagittal or coronal planes are
advantageous in imaging apical tumors, and are more
accurate than CT in diagnosing invastion,131516 and
involvement of the subclavian artery or brachial
plexus. The evaluation of Pancoast tumors is clearly
an indication for MRI.
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Recently, the use of artificial pneumothorax has been
used in conjunction with CT for diagnosing chest
wall invasion,1711 with a sensitivity of 100% and a
specificity of 80%.

structures was assessed using CT and compared to
surgical results in patients with lung cancer.31 In
general, the more extensive the contact, the more
likely invasion had occurred; when mass contacted
more than half of the circumference of a mediastinal
structure invasion was very likely. However, findings
having a high positive predictive value were relatively
insensitive.21

Sonography has also been investigated. Findings
considered diagnostic of chest wall invasion were 1)
disruption of the pleura, 2) extension through the
chest wall, and 3) fixation of the tumor during breathing.19 Sensitivity, specificity, and accuracy for
sonography were 100%, 98%, and 98%. The use of
dynamic CT obtained during respiration has, also
been used to show whether a peripheral tumor moves
relative to the chest wall or appears fixed. However,
the accuracy of this technique is yet to be established,
and appears to be of limited value in assessing apical
lesions.
It has recently been suggested that 3-D reconstruction of helical CT images can be valuable in diagnosing pleural invasion by lung cancer.

As with CT, MR is incapable of accurately
demonstrating subtle mediastinal invasion. In one
study,7 accuracies of CT and MR measured 89% and
93% respectively. In the RDOG study8 MR was
found to be significantly more accurate than CT in
diagnosing mediastinal invasion, but this result was
based on a small number of patients who had invasion. MR is occasionally performed in this setting,
particularly when vascular invasion is suspected. MR
can be more accurate than CT in diagnosing mediastinal vascular invasion.1'122 In some patients, obtaining both CT and MRI may be helpful in making this
diagnosis.23

Mediastinal Invasion
Contiguous invasion of the mediastinum with
involvement of the heart, great vessels, trachea, or
esophagus precludes resection.1 Invasion of the left
pulmonary artery within 2 cm of its origin, or invasion
of the main right pulmonary artery usually prevent
resection. Invasion of the mediastinal pleura or pericardium does not prevent resection, although
significant invasion of mediastinal fat usually does.

Malignant Pleural Effusion
Thoracentesis with cytologic examination is necessary for making this diagnosis. Pleural nodularity
visible on CT suggests metastatic involvement of the
pleura. Pleural thickening visible on CT indicates that
the effusio'n is an exudate, although this finding does
not necessarily indicate that cytology will be positive.24 The absence of pleural thickening does not rule
out a malignant effusion.

As seen on CT, contiguity of tumor mass with the
mediastinal pleura or thickening of the mediastinal
pleura does not indicate mediastinal extension or
unresectability. However, a significant mediastinal
mass contiguous with a lung tumor, which results in
compression of mediastinal vessels or esophagus, or
replacement of mediastinal fat by soft tissue density
is strong evidence. Other findings which can indicate
mediastinal invasion include 1) obliteration of the fat
plane normally seen adjacent to mediastinal vessels,
2) tumor contacting more than 1/4 of the circumference of a vessel wall, or 3) tumor contacting more
than 3 cm of the mediastinum [20]. In a recent study,
the extent of contact between tumors and mediastinal

Lymph Node Metastases
Ipsilateral mediastinal or subcarinal node metastases
are classified N2, and are considered potentially
resectable; contralateral hilar or mediastinal node
metastases are N3 and unresectable.1 There is some
consensus that in patients who have limited mediastinal node metastases, resection should be attempted.
The presence of gross or bulky node metastases and
node metastases which have invaded through the
node capsule are associated with a poor survival after
surgery and are generally not resected. Some also
consider that the presence of mediastinal node
metastases detected at mediastinoscopy con traindicate
surgery.25
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Mediastinal Nodes
The accuracy of CT in predicting the presence or
absenceof mediastinal node metastases is limited3-26-27
In studies which use total nodal sampling as the gold
standard, in which the mediastinum is carefully
explored surgically with all nodes being submitted
for histologic study, the measured sensitivity of CT is
lower than in studies in which the mediastinum was
evaluated only by mediastinoscopy or palpation at
surgery.2* In recent studies using nodal
sampling,3'*'26-2*30 the sensitivity (60%) and accuracy
(67%) of CT in diagnosing mediastinal node
metastases have been lower than the sensitivity and
accuracy rates (78% and 87%) reported in earlier
studies in which nodal sampling was not
performed.31-35 Although mediastinoscopy is more
accurate than CT, some regions of the mediastinum
are not usually accessible; CT is generally used to
guide mediastinoscopy.

static nodes was 2.38 (p 0.001). A threshold for
detection of metastasis of 3.3 had a sensitivity of
100%, specificity of 87.3%, and an overall accuracy
of 89.7%. In a recent study by Wahl, FDG PET had a
sensitivity of 82% and a specificity of 81% in detecting and localizing mediastinal metastases; CT in the
same study had a sensitivity of 64% and a specificity
of 44%.
Hilar Masses
Although the presence of extent of a hilar mass does
not always affect resectability, assessment of the hi la
is important in preoperative evaluation. Contrastenhanced CT and MRI are both quite accurate in
detecting hilar mass [36,44]. However, in some
patienis with poor vascular opacification atCT, MRI
allows a more confident diagnosis that the hilum is
normal or abnormal. Also, in an occasional case, MRI
can demonstrate node enlargement invisible at CT.36
MRI is advantageous in patients who are unable to
tolerate contrast. On the other hand, CT is much more
accurate than CT in assessing hilar bronchi and their
relationship to masses.

In general, MR is quite similar to CT in its ability to
detect and define mediastinal lymph nodes. In studies
which have compared the accuracy of CT and MR in
this regard, they have been shown to be quite
similar.5-"-31"0

Because of its value in delineating hilar vessels, MRI
may be helpful in determining which patients will
require a pneumonectomy; invasion or involvement
of the central pulmonary arteries or veins usually
necessitates pneumonectomy.

The sensitivity of CT or MRI in diagnosing mediastinal node metastases on a patient-bypatient basis is
higher than its sensitivity in detecting metastases in a
specific node or node group. In a study of 143 patients,26
the sensitivity of CT for detecting mediastinal lymph
node metastases was 64%, with a specificity of 62%;
in this study, the sensitivity of CT for detecting
metastasis to individual node stations was only 44%.
The MRI characteristics of mediastinal nodes are not
helpful in distinguishing benign and malignant nodes;
involved and uninvolved nodes cannot be accurately
distinguished on the basis of Tl and T2 values.4142
The use of Gadolinium-DTPA for imaging mediastinal nodes and masses is not of great value in the
differentiation of benign and malignant nodes or
masses;13 however, recently it has been suggested
that the enhancement patterns of mediastinal nodes
may be of some value.

Hilar mass and distal lung consolidation resulting
from bronchial obstruction can often be distinguished
on MR images. Bronchogenic carcinoma and distal
collapse are most easily distinguished with T2 weightmg.22,M.45.46o n T2-weighted images, the lung consolidation appears more intense than the hilar mass. GdDTPA enhanced MRI allowed the differentiation of
tumor and distal obstructive pneumonia or atelectasis
in 85% of patients with hilar iung cancer ,47
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